What to look for in each profile

SAMPLE PROFILE

Increase in Knowledge (Scale: 1-5)

2.59 ➔ 4.06

› Abal
Program: Clarkston Community Center
Location: Georgia
Grade: 10
Knowledge gained:

“I was able to lead my group to make a PowerPoint in religion class and I was able to do it because of LoT.”
Abal

Program: Clarkston Community Center
Location: Georgia
Grade: 10

Knowledge gained:

“I was able to lead my group to make a PowerPoint in religion class and I was able to do it because of LoT.”
Aina

Program: Liberty Promise
Location: DMV Area
Grade: 10
Knowledge gained:

“I think carefully before I make a decision. I enjoyed everything about the program.”
Aisha
Program: Liberty Promise.
Location: DMV area
Grade: 11
Knowledge gained:
“I used my skills during virtual meetings that were based on political leadership.
I loved the overall experience because of the relationships I built with my peers.”
Chan
Program: Clarkston Community Center
Location: Georgia
Grade: 12
Knowledge gained:
“I gained most on when we learned about peoples’ emotion and how we can listen to others’ opinion.

I improved a lot that I never thought I would learn, such as how I can just complain or let the government know about what's going on the state.”
Dan

Program: Education and Leadership Foundation
Location: California
Grade: 12
Knowledge gained:

“One example was when I was assigned a group project with people I didn't really talk to. But little by little, conversation after conversation, we all started to be on good terms, and at ease around each other.

I enjoyed being able to meet new people, and talk with them about our work, and getting to know them.”
Daniella
Program: Education & Leadership Foundation
Location: California
Grade: 12
Knowledge gained:

“Since I have been applying to scholarships one of the things that are required is sharing your story. I have learned to apply the power of storytelling through personal narratives when sharing my story. I have tried to make an impact when sharing my story, by talking about my struggles and where I come from, and my future goals and aspirations. Since I am in various peer mentoring programs, I have also applied the communication/interaction skills for different audiences.

During my time in this program I became aware of things that I didn’t really know before and things that I didn’t think much of. And this has definitely helped me when interacting with others and learning other things.”
Edward
Program: Liberty Promise
Location: Georgia
Grade: 10
Knowledge gained:

“I volunteered with people who were really diverse and the skills that I learned were put into effect.”
Gwen

Program: Education & Leadership Foundation
Location: California
Grade: 12
Knowledge gained:

“This program has helped me a lot to really put myself out there and to understand that my voice and opinion matter. It might not seem like much but after this program, I actually feel more confident in participating in other activities either from my school or my personal life. For example, whenever I’m in breakout rooms for school I actually become the first one to participate and encourage my classmates to do so as well in comparison to before where I would always keep my microphone on mute and the conversation would go nowhere.

Overall it was a great experience and I learned a lot of valuable information that I know I’m going to carry with me in the future.”
Joseph
Program: Education & Leadership Foundation
Location: California
Grade: 12
Knowledge gained:

“Recently, with more [awareness about] racial issues on social media, I've done my part to share and repost resources which inform people correctly about the issue and resources which help the issue in question.

I really enjoyed the various topics which were introduced as it helped address many skills which help make a good leader.”
Joyce
Program: Education & Leadership Foundation
Location: California
Grade: 12
Knowledge gained:

“I have learned that it is very important to listen to your audience so that you can collaborate and finish your assigned job. In school I have learned to listen to others and respect their opinions which has helped me understand others better.”
Khalid
Program: Clarkston Community Center
Location: Georgia
Grade: 12
Knowledge gained:

“Dealing with conflict.”
Ken

Program: Clarkston Community Center
Location: Georgia
Grade: 11
Knowledge gained:

"[The skills I’ve gained include] advocating for newly arrived immigrants, fully understanding definitions of leadership vocabulary, and I have developed a leadership compassion and Understand other minorities from their culture POV.

The program not only improved my understanding but also allowed me to develop a leadership kind of mindset and goals."
Leonardo

Program: Education and Leadership Foundation
Location: California
Grade: 12
Skills gained:

“One example was when we needed to clean the house before my parents come home. Therefore I needed to organize my brother and I to do things in order.

I enjoy the many guests that our teacher brought during our lessons.”
increase in knowledge (Scale: 1-5)

2.35 → 3.65

› **Martin**

Program: Education & Leadership Foundation

Location: California

Grade: 12

Knowledge gained:

“One example was when in school many of the teachers weren’t being fair to some kids who didn’t understand English and still had to do the work same as others but they had a lot of trouble doing it, so I brought it up to the teacher telling him that they should at least get more time than others to understand the homework more.

This program has helped me a lot on realizing things I can do to benefit my community and my ethnicity.”
Sophia

Program: Clarkston Community Center
Location: Georgia
Grade: 10
Knowledge gained:

“I learned when someone is telling a story about themselves, you don’t quickly give your advice on it, you only do when they ask you. So from now on when people are telling me what happened to them I wait to be asked for my opinion.

I enjoyed learning about different policies and the activities.”
Pao
Program: Clarkston Community Center
Location: Georgia
Grade: 10
Knowledge gained:

“I learned to really listen to people when they are speaking.

I enjoyed every moment of it and getting to know people that are not the same as you.”
Amanuel Tefera
Program: Liberty Promise
Location: DMV area
Grade: 11
Skills gained:
“[I] get to show my thoughts about things happening in the U.S.”
Hadia Jawad

Program: Liberty Promise
Location: DMV Area
Grade: 11
Knowledge gained:

“In my everyday life, whenever I gotta make a decision or make a choice, I always remember what I learned in LoT.

If I have to describe LoT in one word, it would be “voice” - I know it doesn't make sense but LoT taught me how to be out there, express myself, and tell others who I am.”
Ivette Arteaga

Program: Liberty Promise
Location: DMV Area
Grade: 11

Knowledge gained:

“I have applied the knowledge/skills that I have gained from LoT to my personal or leadership development when searching a college, helping the community, & joining meetings hosted by Liberty's Promise. Also, by inspiring others and leading others. Another important topic I apply to my daily life is taking care of my self and motivating myself to succeed in life. I appreciate everything I have learned these 6 months!

I enjoyed being in this program a lot! I made new friends and we all laughed at some point. I really liked that we shared about ourselves, culture, opinions, beliefs, etc. I felt really confident sharing what I thought about something and sharing my life.”
Karen Chij

Program: Liberty Promise
Location: DMV area
Grade: 11
Knowledge gained:

“Last week, I filled out a scholarship and I shared my strengths and knowledge for answers and said that trust and being dedicated in your decisions goes a [long] way called in being successful.”
Mariyam Sheikh

Program: Liberty Promise
Location: DMV Area
Grade: 11

Knowledge gained:

“Speaking up on various issues and playing a role in my community by making a difference.”
Ram Par

Program: Clarkston Community Center
Location: Georgia
Grade: 11
Knowledge gained:

“Before I was in this program, I really didn't know or have [an] idea of how to interact with others or communicate. However, this program taught how a little thing can impact my conversation with others. It can be listening to others when they address their problems to me. Everyone has their own interaction skills so this helped me understand better of others.

I love this overall program. It has taught me many different things and has created a good impact in my life.”
Sarah Rouiz
Program: Liberty Promise.
Location: DMV area
Grade: 12
Knowledge gained:

“I applied my knowledge/skills on the project that me and my group are working on. The idea of helping others and looking for the shelter and collaborating with people I never saw was very challenging but also fun but in the end we made it and now we are more than friends.

My experience was the best experience - I had new friends that worked on the same project and we made it happen because we worked all together so I am really grateful for that.”
Shahd Elhawabri
Program: Liberty Promise.
Location: DMV area
Grade: 12
Knowledge gained:
“I had a lot of improvement in this program and I learned how to communicate with people and be a better person.
I enjoyed making friends with my groups and they were all fun and nice.”
Thawng Mawi

Program: Clarkston Community Center
Location: Georgia
Grade: 11
Knowledge gained:

“I learned countless things in this program such as how I communicate with others and most importantly personal developments. I highly enjoyed the program and it helps me to improve my knowledge.”
Van Par
Program: Clarkston Community Center
Location: Georgia
Grade: 9
Knowledge gained:

“I learned about perspectives of different cultures and how you can make change. It is a very good program and I learned a lot from it. Also, the students are friendly.”